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Daniel Schwill celebrates Second Anniversary of Tables for Mac OS
Published on 09/13/08
Daniel Schwill today announced the second anniversary of Tables - the easy way to
spreadsheets on Mac OS X. Tables enables you to organise and present data very simply and
offers extensive options to format the data. To celebrate the 2nd anniversary of Tables,
purchasers can receive 25% off when they purchase a Tables licence from September 15 till
September 28.
Castrop-Rauxel, Germany - Daniel Schwill today announced the celebration of the 2nd
anniversary of Tables - the easy way to spreadsheets on Mac OS X. To celebrate the 2nd
anniversary of Tables purchasers can receive 25% off by using the coupon code
"anniversary" when they purchase a Tables licence from September 15 till September 28. For
more information visit the Tables website.
Tables enables you to organise and present data very simply. With Tables you can not only
organise data but also do calculations and comparisons with it. Add, sum or multiply
numbers or process data by using more than 100 functions. Data can not only represent
numbers but a date or an amount, too.
Tables offers extensive options to format the data. Format them as an amount, as
percentage rate, scientifically or with different date formats. Create visually attractive
invoices, lists or reports and even add some photos, PDF documents or charts to present
your data with great visual impact.
The upcoming Tables 1.5 will add additional formatting options as well as an OpenDocument
format (ODF) exporter. Tables 1.5 will be available as a free update for all registered
customers. Tables requires Mac OS X "Tiger" version 10.4 and is available for download
now. Tables offers a full functional free 30-day trial. A licence can be purchased from
the reseller share-it! for 29 EUR (approximately $42 USD).
Tables Website:
http://www.x-tables.eu
2nd anniversary of Tables:
http://www.x-tables.eu/tables/celebrate.html
Download:
http://www.x-tables.eu/download.php
Purchase:
http://www.x-tables.eu/tables/buy.php
Screenshot:
http://www.x-tables.eu/images/overview.png
Tables Icon:
http://www.x-tables.eu/images/tables-logo-200.png

Daniel Schwill, living in Castrop-Rauxel, Germany, is a software engineer with more than
ten years experience in professional software development. Since 2002, he has been using
Objective-C, Cocoa and Mac OS X for his private software development. On April 1, 2006 he
founded his own software company in Germany. The first commercial product is Tables - the
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easy way to spreadsheets on Mac OS X.
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